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Biography
As a senior knowledge lawyer in the London Real Estate
group, Ingrid trains and advises the group on all
aspects of commercial real estate as well as organizing
training for clients. Ingrid is also involved in responding
to the government on key consultations. Ingrid is half
Dutch and previously worked as a lawyer in Germany.
Ingrid organised the program at the Real Estate group's
monthly group meetings and deals with a wide variety
of queries from the group and lawyers on secondment.
Through our monthly Bulletin and frequent blogs as
well as the Real Estate Quarterly, Ingrid keeps the Real
Estate group and its clients informed about new legal
developments and their commercial impact.
The PSL team is also tasked with updating our model
documents and practice notes in relation to new
legislation and cases.
Ingrid is a key organizer of the Annual Real Estate
Seminar for 150 clients and develops strong links with
bodies such as the Land Registry and the London
Property Support Lawyers group in order to ensure
that our advice is cutting-edge, consistent with the
market and technically sound.
Ingrid also oversees the training of the new trainees
and arranges bespoke training for our Legal Services
Center in Birmingham and new joiners to the group.
The PSL team identifies upcoming or difficult legal
issues, finds solutions and communicates these to the
Real Estate group. Through the REQ, blog, Twitter feed,
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newsflashes and the Annual Seminar we provide clients
with an up-to-the minute and professional offering.

Representative experience
Client facing role organising some of the group's key
BD initiatives, such as the annual client update and the
REQ.
Contributes to client relationship building by arranging
for clients to give presentations at group meetings.

Latest thinking and events
News
UK Supreme Court provides welcome clarity on the
operation of the Telecoms Code
News
UK private rented sector: white paper published
News
Anti-money laundering: which trusts in the UK real
estate sector must register by 1 September 2022?
News
Anti-money laundering: which trusts in the UK real
estate sector must register by 1 September 2022?
Insights
Cross-Border Investment Map
News
UK landmark reforms in the private rented sector

Memberships
London Property Support Lawyers
Group
London Green Issues Group

